PROFESSIONAL HONEY-TRAPPERS

Is this the girl you're chatting up online? 'Honey
trap' woman reveals she is paid £20 a week by
paranoid partners to snare love rats - and has
already exposed 100 men
• Amy Wade, 28, earns £20 a week to sniff out unfaithful partners
• Part-time 'honey' from Surrey says she gets a rush from exposing cheats
• Pharmacist says taken men invite her to their flats and ask her for sex
By Emily Hodgkin For Mailonline

A female 'honey trapper' has claimed she has exposed more than 100 cheating love rats - after being
hired by their paranoid partners.
Amy Wade, 28, from Surrey, says she gets thrills from working undercover and laying traps to catch
cheats and liars by flirting with men online.
For £20-a-week suspicious girlfriends can hire the real life agent, who also works as a pharmacist, who
sends messages to unsuspecting men on social media to test if they're being faithful.
Scroll down for video
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Amy Wade, 28, has exposed over 100 cheating love rats using social media after being hired by their
partners
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Amy said: 'I never feel bad about breaking up relationships, clients contact me and they're usually right
to be concerned, if you don't trust your man then it's my job to put your mind at ease'
Amy works as a honey in her spare time, and is given direction from her clients to be as shy or as saucy
as they want her to be.
She said: 'I love being a honey and exposing love cheats, some of the rats I talk to are so vulgar and
disgusting, it's really shocking.
'I spoke to one rat for four weeks, at the end my client told me to ask him to meet up, he agreed, and
then disturbingly told me he wanted to live out his rape fantasy with me.
'Another one thought of himself as a Made In Chelsea type, I knew straight away that his girlfriend had
something to be worried about.
'Within days he was sending me explicit snaps, he invited me round to their flat for a dirty weekend and
even told me she was a "stupid, fat idiot" when I knew she wasn't, she was stunning.
Video playing bottom right...
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Amy, a pharmacist from Surrey, earns £20 a week for each unsuspecting person so approaches online
'At the end of the week, I blocked him, and sent her the evidence - I hope she kicked him to the kerb.
'I never feel bad about breaking up relationships, clients contact me and they're usually right to be
concerned, if you don't trust your man then it's my job to put your mind at ease.
'I get a real rush the whole process, it's so exciting, even when I can see the rat typing I wonder what
they're going to say next.'
Amy has only been working for Cheatingrat.com for four-months but she's already super busy - one
week she had 18 clients asking her to chat to their partners.

Honeys use their own social media profiles and basic conversation starting scripts so that rats don't
sniff them out.
Amy said: 'We have to make the situation seem as realistic as possible, I usually tell them I've just
moved to their area so I've been adding random people to try and get to know some new faces.
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Amy has only been working for Cheatingrat.com for four-months but she's already super busy - one
week she had 18 clients asking her to chat to their partners
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Amy has worked as a honey four months and one week she had 18 clients asking her to chat to their
partners
'Rats always fall for it, and then my client will tell me whether they want me to be suggestive or
whether they want the rat to take the lead.
'Some men make it clear from the beginning that they are taken which is refreshing, but most jump at
the opportunity to slime over a new girl in town who doesn't know anyone.
'For just £20-a-week I do my honey trapping in my spare time, on lunch breaks, in the bath, when I'm
out with friends.
'I just log on to social media like any other person would and reply to messages when I can, if I replied
all of the time it would look suspicious.
I sit behind my screen cringing, you wouldn't believe the things people say, it's as though inhibitions
go out of the window when somebody is behind a computer screen
'I'd recommend our honey traps to anyone; if you have any worries about your relationship then I'd be
glad to help.'
Honeys are matched with people who are not from the same area, they all lock off all location settings
and maximise their privacy for their own safety.
Amy only ever uses social media to chat to client's partners - honeys never meet rats in person or speak
to them on the phone.

Amy said: 'People ask if it's safe, I think if you listen to all the advice and take precautions you're
completely fine.
'People who know me know to take everything I say and do on social media with a pinch of salt, I often
tag myself in random places to really keep up the act.
'Being a honey is never dull, and despite speaking to so many men they never cease to amaze me.
'I sit behind my screen cringing, you wouldn't believe the things people say, it's as though inhibitions go
out of the window when somebody is behind a computer screen.'
But despite being surrounded by cheats and liars, Amy still hopes to find love in the future.
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Amy Wade, 28, from Surrey, says she gets thrills from working undercover and laying traps to catch
cheats and liars online

Amy said: 'I've been through the heartache of being cheated on but I hope to find love again in the
future - at least I know no-one will ever get away with it again.
'I would definitely hire a honey if I thought they were up to no good, my job is amazing and honeys
only catch people who deserve to be caught.'
Figures from Cheatingrat.com show that 82 per cent of clients were told that their loved ones had been
overly flirty, 40 per cent wanted to meet up, while 22 per cent asked to meet up for sex - with one even
offering money.
Keith Tomlinson, 30, founder of the website, said: 'The business was an idea I had a while ago, I saw a
gap in the market after researching into cheats more, the statistics were shocking.
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Keith Tomlinson, above with Amy, is the founder of cheatingrat.com and says the statistics for cheating
partners are 'shocking' due to the rise in social media, causing worry about what partners could be
hiding

'With the rise of social media it's never been easier to cheat on your partner, there's so much temptation
out there, people are constantly worrying about what their partner could be hiding.
'We work with genuine honeys who are all over 18 who come from all different backgrounds.
'Clients are in control over the conversation, honey's will then block and delete the rats at the end of the
agreed time, they then send over the evidence.
'We provide a cheap and easy service which benefits everyone, if you're cheating our honeys will find
you.'

